200 MYRTLE FIELD ROAD, PERRY, GA 31069

TRAFFIC PATTERN ALTITUDE AT PERRY-HOUSTON
COUNTY AIRPORT (1418 ‘ MSL)
The FAA has increased the pattern altitude at Perry-Houston
County Airport to comply with AC (Advisory Circular)90-66B,
section 11.4 that states: It is recommended that airplanes observe a 1,000 foot above ground level (AGL) traffic pattern
altitude. Large and turbine-powered airplanes should enter
the traffic pattern at an altitude of 1,500 feet AGL or 500
feet above the established pattern altitude. Ultralight aircraft
should operate no higher than 500 feet below the powered
aircraft pattern altitude. A pilot may
vary the size of the traffic pattern
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depending on the aircraft’s perforAIRPORT
mance characteristics.. So the recommended pattern altitude at PXE is
now 1418 feet MSL.

Welcome to Hannah Holton
A PXE welcome to Hanna Holcomb, our new
line operator. Hanna has time in a Cessna 152
and has grown up with an interest in aviation.
Come by the Perry-Houston County Airport on
Mondays or Wednesdays and say “Hello”.

Special Points of Interest

•

Lease renewal

•

New pattern altitude

•

Chinooks visit PXE

•

New line operator

The Boeing CH-47 Chinook is an
American twin-engined, tandem
rotor, heavy-lift helicopter capable of delivering 55 passengers
or five tons of cargo. Top speed
of the Chinook is approximately
200 mph, making it the world’s
fastest military helicopter. Two of
the ‘copters spent 3 nights on
exercises near PXE, refueling
each night.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *O C T O B E R I S H E R E* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Current leases on airport hangars must be renewed this month. To maintain occupancy, a copy of
your logbook entry showing airworthiness certification for the hangared aircraft and a current
lease agreement is required. Also, be aware that on October 1 hangar rental on closed hangars
increased from $175 to $200, oversized hangars from $195 to $225, and open T-hangars from $85
to $100. The fall season is a great time to spruce up your hangar. If you have any hangar issues
that we at PXE need to be aware of, please let us know as soon as possible.

